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The excitation of synchronized Bernstein, Greene, and Kruskal(BGK) modes in a pure electron
plasma confined in Malmberg–Penning trap is studied. The modes are excited by controlling the
frequency of an oscillating external potential. Initially, the drive resonates with, and phase-locks to,
a group of axially bouncing electrons in the trap. These initially phase-locked electrons remain
phase-locked(in “autoresonance”) during a subsequent downward chirp of the external potential’s
oscillation frequency. Only a few new particles are added to the resonant group as the frequency,
and, hence, the resonance, moves to lower velocities in phase space. Consequently, the downward
chirp creates a charge density perturbation(a hole) in the electron phase space distribution. The hole
oscillates in space, and its associated induced electric field constitutes a BGK mode synchronized
with the drive. The size of the hole in phase space, and thus the amplitude of the mode, are largely
controlled by only two external parameters: the driving frequency and amplitude. A simplified
kinetic theory of this excitation process is developed. The dependence of the excited BGK mode
amplitude on the driving frequency chirp rate and other plasma parameters is discussed and
theoretical predictions are compared with recent experiments and computer simulations. ©2004
American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1781166]

I. INTRODUCTION

The excitation and control of large amplitude waves is
one of the most important goals of both basic and applied
plasma research. Waves can emerge spontaneously from in-
ternal perturbations via instabilities, but such processes are
largely controlled by the plasma state and trap geometry.
Alternatively, with much greater controllability, waves can
be excited by external driving sources. Experimentally, some
types of waves are easier to excite than others. For example,
plasma waves in finite geometry[Trivelpiece–Gould(TG)
modes1] can be generated easily by external drives, but these
waves are often strongly Landau damped. In contrast, Bern-
stein, Greene, and Kruskal(BGK) (Ref. 2) predicted the ex-
istence of a large class ofundampedkinetic waves(BGK
modes) in collisionless plasmas, but after nearly five decades
of studies(see, for example, Ref. 3 and references therein),
the experimental generation of large amplitude BGK modes
has proven difficult. The reason is simple: BGK showed that
for a given proscribed plasma particle velocity distribution,
there exists a self-consistent dissipationless traveling wave
form, or, conversely, a proscribed BGK wave form will only
be dissipationless for an appropriate velocity distribution. In
experiments, however, one depends on initial-boundary con-
ditions forboth the particle distributions and the wave forms,
and these twofold initial conditions do not necessarily corre-
spond to a BGK mode. As a consequence, one can easily
createtransient, large amplitude kinetic structures in plas-
mas, but these waves are frequently unstable and shortlived,

and do not necessarily relax to a BGK mode. For example,
large amplitude waves created by Wharton, Malmberg, and
O’Neil4 were unstable due to a sideband instability. More
recent work has not been any more successful.5,6 Neverthe-
less, long-lasting structures can be created by continuous
drives, and driven double layers, which are related to BGK
modes, have been observed in the earth’s auroral zone.7 Also,
Danielson8 recently reported that plasma waves eventually
decay into low amplitude, but long-lasting BGK modes. Fi-
nally, spontaneously generated pairs of BGK modes, up-
shifting and down-shifting in frequency near a kinetic insta-
bility threshold were predicted and investigated theoretically
by Berket al.9–12 In the present work we propose a different
mechanism of efficient excitation andcontrol of BGK
modes. We start in astableequilibrium, but apply an exter-
nal, oscillating, chirped frequency drive. The idea is to adia-
batically relocate a low density region of resonantly trapped
electrons in phase space(the resonant bucket) from the tail of
the distribution to the bulk. This slow relocation process cre-
ates a localized, growing depth depression in the original-
phase space distribution, while the charge density perturba-
tion associated with this depression yields a BGK mode
synchronized with the drive.

Our theory is motivated by recent experiments,13 sug-
gesting that large amplitude BGK modes can begenerated
and controlled, for certain experimental parameters, in
trapped, pure electron plasmas. The modes are excited by an
external, chirped frequency oscillating voltage which passes
through the electron bounce frequency resonances. Figure 1
shows the experimental setup in Ref. 13, while Figs. 2 and 3
present the measured responses from the plasma in two dif-a)Electronic mail: lazar@vms.huji.ac.il
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ferent experimental settings with the sames50 mVd ampli-
tude drives, but constant and down-chirped frequencies, re-
spectively. The results in Fig. 2, which display the response
to a slowly scanning, constant frequency drive, were inter-
preted as driven TG modes with multiple peaks associated
with different mode numbers. Note that in these experiments,
vp!vc, vp, andvc being the plasma and cyclotron frequen-
cies. Thus, we are well below the Brilloin density limit14 and
can neglect the plasma rotation on the dispersion character-
istics of the excited plasma waves. On the other hand, the
small aspect ratioR/L!1 of the plasma(R andL being the
plasma radius and length) allows one to neglect geometric
plasma end effects on the dispersion. Under these conditions,

we expect the TG mode dispersion relation in the non-neutral
plasma to be similar to that in an infinitely long neutral
plasma, having similar parameters, i.e.,v2=vm

2 +3vth
2 k2,

wherevm=fa2k2vp
2/ s1+a2k2dg1/2 are the cold TG mode fre-

quencies,a is the radial geometric constant, the wave num-
ber k=sm+1dp /Lsm=0,1,2, . . .d is dictated by the plasma
length, andvth is the electron thermal velocity. Note also that
in our small aspect ratio plasma,ak!1, i.e., v!vp. The
largest relative density excitations,Dn/n of a few percent in
Fig. 2, occur at electron temperatures ofTe=1 eV; as the
temperature increases, the response decreases sharply and
practically disappears atTe=6 eV. After the drive ceased,
these TG modes had typicalQ factors of less than 600, even
at Te=1 eV. In contrast, in experiments with the down-
chirped frequency drive(Fig. 3), at Te=6 eV, the relative
driven density variation peaked atDn/n=27% (and even at
40% with slightly different conditions), while the observedQ
was up to 100 000. These highQ excitations were robustly
phase locked to the drive and, thus, could be easily con-
trolled by changing the form of the frequency chirp. For
example, the emerging large wave forms could be returned
adiabatically to nearly their initial, small amplitude states by
simply reversing the direction of variation of the driving fre-
quency. We interpreted these driven, phase-locked excita-
tions as BGK modes, with the excitation mechanism related
to resonant dynamics of a part of the electron phase-space
distribution in the trap in the presence of the chirped fre-
quency drive. A number of additional experimental results
were discussed in Ref. 13, all supporting the proposed exci-
tation mechanism.

Our main goal here is to explain the results of these
experiments, particularly the difference between Figs. 2 and
3 and the effect of the plasma temperature on the basis of a
simple model. In Sec. II we study the resonant dynamics of a
one-dimensional(1D), initially Maxwellian electron gas
trapped in a square well potential and driven by a chirped
frequency external potential. We shall neglect the self-field in
the system at this stage of the analysis. Initially, the drive
resonates with a group of particles in the tail of the distribu-
tion. Subsequently, the resonant region moves into the bulk

FIG. 1. (a) Penning-Malmberg Trap geometry in Ref. 13. The pure-electron
plasma column is confined axially by the large negative end potentials, and
radially by a 1500 G magnetic field. Typical plasma densities are
,107 cm−3, lengths,27 cm, and radii,1 cm, and the plasma is confined
in cylinders with radius 1.905 cm.(b) Density fluctuations due to the BGK
mode at the column end, and(c) near the column center. The positive fluc-
tuations corresponds to electron holes. Because the BGK mode must pass
through the center twice(approaching and leaving) each time the pulse
reaches the end, there are twice as many pulses in(c) as in(b). As expected
for an open-ended reflection, the mode is larger at the end(b) then near the
center(c).

FIG. 2. Observed(see Ref. 13) response from a pure 50 mV drive, for three
different plasma temperatures. Also shown is the background noise from
external sources. The multiple picks in the spectrum correspond to different
excited TG mode numbers.

FIG. 3. Response to 50 mV, 1 GHz/s swept frequency drives(see Ref. 13).
Each curve plots the envelope of the response as a function of time, and,
hence, frequency, as the sweep progresses downward from each plot’s indi-
vidual start frequencyfs. Along each curve, the response is phase locked to
the drive. As the drive is swept past the peaks at 2.4 MHz and 5 MHz, phase
locking is lost and the mode amplitude collapses.
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of the distribution as the driving frequency decreases. We
show in Sec. II that for a constant drive amplitude and linear
frequency chirp, all initially resonant(phase-trapped) par-
ticles remain trapped at later times, and no new particles are
added to the resonant group(bucket) as it moves in phase
space. Since theinitially trapped electrons are from the tail
of the velocity distribution, their density is relatively small.
Therefore, as the resonant bucket reaches the bulk of the
distribution, it creates a localized depression(hole) in the
electron density in phase space(see Fig. 5 below). At the
same time, the electron velocity distribution develops a local
depression with a width corresponding to the bucket in the
phase space(see Fig. 6) and a minimum at the exact reso-
nance. The growth of this hole yields the growing driven
BGK mode.

In Sec. III, we add self-consistency to the resonant
bucket dynamics. We employ a full Vlasov-Poisson system,
and work in the action-angle variables associated with our
model of bouncing electrons. The theory assumes that the
driving and self-fields are small, but uses anon-perturbative,
space-averaged distribution with a parabolic depression at
the exact resonance. Then we derive an expression for the
adiabatically varying amplitude of the BGK mode excited by
chirped frequency drive, and compare our predictions with
experiments. Section IV describes self-consistent numerical
simulations of chirped-bucket BGK modes. The simulations
allow us to check the stability of our model, to test predic-
tions of the small amplitude theory, and to better visualize
large amplitude excitations, yielding a more accurate com-
parison with experiments. Finally, Sec. V presents our con-
clusions.

II. CHIRPED, RESONANT BUCKET DYNAMICS

In this section we study bounce-resonant dynamics of a
pure electron plasma in the trap, shown schematically in Fig.
1. We assume an axisymmetric, small aspect ratio configura-
tion, R/L!1 (R and L are the radius and the length of the
plasma column), and use the driving potential of formwd

=Vsz,rdcosfcdstdg, where the driving frequencyvdstd
=dcd/dt=v0−at is linearly down chirped in time, with the
chirp ratea. We assume that the electrons are strongly con-
fined to the magnetic field lines, and neglect the effect of the
radial structure of the longitudinal electric field on the elec-
tron dynamics, i.e., we assume thatkr !1 for the electrons in
the plasma,k being the characteristic inverse radial scale of
variation of the electric field. This makes electron dynamics
in our model one-dimensional(1D) and driven by a one-
dimensional potential

wd = w0szdcosfcdstdg, s1d

wherew0szd<Vs0,zd. We further neglect the end effects in
the trap and model the external trapping potential as a square
well of lengthL. Initially, we assume a uniform densityn0 of
the electrons and normalized Maxwellian distribution of lon-
gitudinal electron velocities f0suvud=2sÎ2pvthd−1

3expf−1
2suvu /vthd2g, vth being the thermal velocity. Our goal

is to describe the evolution of the electron distribution in
phase space due to the chirped frequency drive, neglecting,

at this stage, the self-electric field, which will be considered
in Sec. III. We assume that the driving field amplitude is
small, i.e., forfse/mdw0g1/2!vth.

The electron dynamics in our 1D problem are governed
by the Hamiltonian

Hsp,z,td =
p2

2m
− ew0szdcosfcdstdg,0 ø zø L. s2d

The bounce frequency of the unperturbed electrons in the
well is V=puvu /L. We are interested in the transient, nonlin-
ear resonance phenomenon taking place as the driving fre-
quency passes through bounce-resonancesnV=vdstd, n
=1,2, . . ..Therefore, it is convenient to transform from the
sp,zd variables in Eq.(2) to the canonical action-angle vari-
ablessI ,ud of the unperturbed problem. The transformation
is simple: p=pI /L, z=L /p Q for 0øQ,p, and z
=L /ps2p−Qd for pøQ,2p, whereQ=modsu ,2pd. The
transformed Hamiltonian(2) becomes

H =
1

2
mI2 − cosfcdstdgo

n=1

`

2«ncossnud, s3d

where we have expandedew0szd (f is an even function inQ
around Q=p) in a Fourier series. Our assumption of the
square well trapping potential greatly simplifies the perturb-
ing part of the Hamiltonian, which in this case depends on
the angle variableu only. A different trapping equilibrium
would introduce an additional dependence on action variable
I in the potential in Eq.(3), complicating the solution dis-
cussed below.

Now, we focus on the resonance in the problem, i.e.,
consider particles, such thatnV<vdstd, and treat each reso-
nant group via thesingle resonanceapproximation.15 In
other words, we describe the interaction of the electrons with
the nth component of the drive by Hamiltonian, obtained by
retaining only one resonant term in Eq.(3),

Hn = 1
2mI2 − «n cosfnu − cdstdg. s4d

The frequency chirp ratea is assumed to be small enough
that, near a given timet, the dynamics can be viewed as a
weak perturbation of a similar system in which the drive
frequency assumes the constant valuevdstd. Then one ex-
pects the single resonance approximation to be valid, as long
as the adjacent resonances do not overlap.15 We consider the
dynamics under this approximation next, and will return to
the problem of resonance overlap at the end of this section.

The Hamiltonian (4) yields the following evolution
equations:

dI/dt = − n«nsin F; dF/dt = nI − vdstd, s5d

where, here and in the following, dimensionless dependent
and independent variables and parameters are introduced
(with the same notations, for simplicity), i.e., t→Vtht, I
→ I / I th, vd→vd/Vth, «n→«n/ smvth

2 d, anda→a /Vth
2 , where

Vth=pvth/L andI th=mLvth/p. Note that parameterm scales
out after these transformations. Next, we differentiate the
second equation in(5) and use the first equation in the result,
yielding
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d2F/dt2 + Vn sin F − a = 0, s6d

whereVn=n2«n. This is anautonomousdynamical problem,
describing the motion of a quasiparticle in an effective, time
independent, tilted cosine potential

Veff = − VncosF − aF. s7d

Therefore, the dynamics ofF is integrable. We show the
effective potential and the corresponding phase space
sdF /dt,Fd trajectories in Figs. 4(a)–4(d) for a=0.001 and
two valuesVn=0.003 and 0.001. Ifa,Vn [Figs. 4(a) and
4(b)], the effective potential has potential wells with minima
at Fm given by sinFm=a /Vn. The depth of the wells is
DV=2VncosFm+2aFm−ap. The potential wells divide the
phase space into trapped and untrapped regions. The half
width of the trapped regions indF /dt is Î2DV. Since
dF /dt=nI−vdstd, the half I-width of the trapped region
(bucket) in sI ,Qd space isDI =Î2DV/n. When the driving
frequency decreases, the resonant bucketdrifts in this space
at ratea to smallerI, preserving its form at the same time.
Finally, because of the time independence ofVeff, in case
a,Vn, all particles trapped initially in the wells will remain
trapped, and no new particles will be added to the resonant
group, despite the time variation of the driving frequency. If,
in contrast,a.Vn [in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) the critical case
a=Vn is shown], the potential wells disappear and there are
no trapped particles at any stage of evolution. We shall see
below that the drift of the bucket to smallerI yields excita-
tion of waves synchronized with the drive. One does not
expect such waves whena.Vn. We observed a similar
thresholdw0.w0th,a on the driving amplitude for efficient
wave excitation in our experiments(see Fig. 7 in Ref. 13),
and interpreted this threshold as one of the signatures of the
trapping-in-resonant nature of the observed phenomenon.

Next, we calculate the effect of the chirped frequency
driving on the normalized(to one) distribution fsI ,Q ,td of
electrons in phase space, still neglecting the self-field. The
distribution is described by the Vlasov equation(we neglect

collisions throughout our theory) and, therefore, is conserved
along the trajectories in phase space. Consequently, one can
find f at a givenI ,Q, and timet, by integrating equations of
motion (5) backward in time, reachingt=0, and assigning
the known initial distribution to this trajectory. This yields
fsI ,Q ,td=2s2pd−3/2exps−I0

2/2d, whereI0 is the value of the
action att=0 on the trajectory starting withI ,Q at time t.
The results of the calculations based on these ideas are pre-
sented in Fig. 5. We focused on the fundamentalsn=1d reso-
nance and integrated Eq.(5) from t= tf to t=0 successively,
starting at 1503150 uniformly distributed points in the re-
gion sI P f0,3g ,QP f0,2pgd in phase space yielding
fsI ,Q ,tfd on the uniform mesh, as described above. We used
parametersa=0.001,V1=0.003 in the calculations and var-
ied the driving frequencyvd between 1.5(at tf =1000) and
2.5 (at t0=0). Figure 5 shows the resulting color map of
fsI ,Q ,t= tfd. One can see the resonant bucket centered at the
final position of the resonance,Vr = Ir =vdstfd=1.5. The dark
blue color of the bucket indicates its origin, i.e., all the elec-
trons in the bucket start in the tail of the initial distribution
near I0=vdst0d=2.5. Prior to reaching the final position in
Fig. 5, the bucket was oscillating inQ with the drive fre-
quency and drifted inI at ratea, as described above. All
initially trapped electrons moved with the bucket and no new
electrons were added to the resonant group as it drifted to-
wards the bulk of the distribution. Since the electrons in the
bucket were captured in the tail of the Maxwellian distribu-
tion, their density remained relatively low at the position of
the bucket at later times, creating a growing depth local de-
pression(hole) in the electron distribution in phase space.
The original particles at the final position of the bucket were
spread around and no significant change in the distribution
outside the bucket is seen in Fig. 5. The increasing hole in
the distribution is equivalent to an effective, growing, local-
ized positive charge in the plasma, and the self-electric field
associated with this charge constitutes a growing amplitude
BGK mode(see Sec. III).

FIG. 4. The effective potentialVeffsFd and the corresponding trajectories in
sdF /dt,Fd-space.(a,b): Vn=0.003,a=0.001. Potential wells and trapped
trajectories in phase space exist in this case;(c,d): At critical conditions,
Vn=0.001,a=0.001, the potential wells and trapped trajectories disappear.

FIG. 5. (Color). The color map of the electron distributionfsI ,Qd in phase
space at final timetf. The dark blue color of the resonant bucket atIr =1.5
indicates the origin of the trapped electrons, i.e., the tail of the distribution in
the vicinity of the initial resonant actionI0=2.5.
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For better illustration of this effect, we average
fsI ,Q ,t= tfd over I, yielding the normalized densityNsQd in
Q space and show the density perturbationDNsQd=NsQd
−1 in Fig. 6(a). The plasma density perturbation as a func-
tion of position in the trap can be also obtained at this stage
by folding DNsQd in Q aroundQ=p and adding the two
parts ofDN. The electric field induced by this electron den-
sity perturbation is the excited BGK mode in the system(see
Sec. III). Finally, we averagefsI ,Q ,t= tfd over Q, yielding

the space-averaged normalized velocity distributionf̄sI ,td of
the electrons att= tf (recall that in dimensionless variables,
v= I), and show these results by dots in Fig. 6(b). The full
line in the figure represents the original Maxwellian. Note
the characteristic local depression in the distribution with the
minimum located at the exact resonanceIr =vdstfd at final
time. The width of the resonant region is the same as the
width 2DI of the resonant bucket discussed above. We have
found in all our simulations that space-averaged distributions
in the plasma driven by down-chirped frequency drives were
always characterized, similar to Fig. 6(b), by a local minima
in the resonant region. Based on these results, the theory of
chirped-bucket BGK modes in Sec. III will use a heuristic,
locally parabolic depression of the space-averaged distribu-
tion function in the resonant region, i.e.,

f̄sI,td < f0sIrd − h + bfI − Irstdg2, uI − Iru , DI , s8d

wheref0sIrd is the initial distribution atIrstd, hstd is the depth
of the depression, andb=hstd /DI2, in order to fit the width
of the bucket to this model. One can estimatehstd in Fig. 6 as
the difference between the density of the electrons outside
and inside the bucket at its center inI space, i.e.,hstd<s1
−kdf0sIrd+kf0sI0d, wherek is the fraction of 2p occupied by
the bucket at the exact resonance. Note that this depth is not
a perturbation and, despite the assumed smallness of the
driving amplitude,h may be ofOs1d as the bucket enters the

bulk of the distribution. The emergence of suchnonpertur-
bative,space-averaged distributions is the characteristic fea-
ture of trapped electron clouds driven by chirped frequency
drives. Prior to using these distributions in the self-consistent
theory, we consider two additional dynamical effects ex-
pected in resonantly driven plasmas even without inclusion
of the self-field.

The first effect is that of a time varying amplitude of the
driving field. One may increase the driving amplitude of
mode n by external means. Alternatively, such an increase
may be viewed as aheuristic addition of a phase locked,
growing amplitude self-field of the same mode number. The
evolution equations(5) in this case remain the same, but«1

becomes a slow function of time. Assuming adiabaticity of
«1, one preserves all initially trapped electrons in the bucket
of growing size, but also adds new particles from the pool of
untrapped electrons, as the bucket drifts in phase space. This
phenomenon is illustrated in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), showing the
space-averaged distribution function for the same parameters
and initial conditions as in Figs. 5 and 6, but with«1

=« ft / tf, where« f =0.003. We start with zero amplitude att
=0 and the amplitude reaches that in Figs. 5 and 6 att= tf.
We see in Fig. 7(b) that the width of the parabolic depression
in the distribution, induced by a chirped frequency drive, is
roughly the same as in Fig. 6(b), but the depthh of the
minimum is smaller, since additional particles are now
trapped in the bucket at its final position. As a consequence,
the induced density perturbation[Fig. 7(a)] is also smaller
than that for constant amplitude drive[Fig. 6(a)]. Neverthe-
less, the simulation shows that one can again approximate
the space-averaged distribution in the resonant region by a
parabolic profile(8) with a properly chosenhstd.

The second important effect is the overlap of resonances.
Until now, we have treated modes with different mode num-
bersn via the single resonance approximation. This approxi-

FIG. 6. The angle/space averaged distributions.(a) The normalized electron
density perturbationDN (circles) vs angle.(b) The space averaged electron
distribution functionf vs I (circles) at t= tf. The initial Maxwellian distribu-
tion in the simulations is shown for comparison. The characteristic local
depression in the driven distribution is seen with the minimum located at the
exact resonanceI = Ir.

FIG. 7. The angle/space averaged distributions for linearly increasing driv-
ing amplitude«1=« ft / tf and all other parameters and initial conditions as
those in Fig. 6.(a) The normalized electron density perturbationDN
(circles) vs angle.(b) The space averaged electron distribution functionf vs
I (circles) at t= tf. The induced density perturbation and the depth of the
resonant depression in the distribution function are smaller than those in Fig.
6 due to additional particles trapped in the drifting resonant bucket.
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mation is applicable until the sum of the half widths of the
adjacent(slowly drifting) resonances equals the distance be-
tween the centers of the resonances.15 Quantitatively, the
adiabatic nonoverlapping criterion for adjacentn,n+1 reso-
nances in our case is

DI , Ir
n − Ir

n+1 = vdstd/fnsn + 1dg. s9d

This condition is more restrictive for largern and may be
violated as the driving frequency decreases in time. Reso-
nance overlap leads to chaotic mixing between the two adja-
cent resonant regions, invalidating the single resonance ap-
proximation. We expect such a mixing to result in a growing
incoherence in the driven response and in the destruction of
some modal components of the BGK wave in the self-
consistent theory. In the limita!Vn, DI =2ÎVn/n and con-
dition (9) limits the amplitudes of the neighboring coherent
modes by inequality

sn + 1dÎVn + nÎVn , vdstd.

Let us now illustrate the effect of multiple resonances and
resonance overlap phenomenon in chirped bucket dynamics
via simulations. Again, we calculate the electron distribution
in phase space by following the trajectories of a large num-
ber of particles with different initial conditions. Now, in con-
trast to Fig. 5, we include two additional resonancessn
=2,3d in the Hamiltonian, i.e., consider dynamics governed
by

H1−2−3sI,ud =
1

2
mI2 − o

n=1,2,3
«ncosFn, s10d

where the phase mismatches areFn=nu−cdstd. We use
«1,2,3=0.003, a=0.001, and vary the driving frequency as
before betweenv f =1.5 andv0=2.5. In this case, att= tf , the
distance between then=2 and n=3 resonancessIr

s2d− Ir
s3d

=0.25d is larger than the sum of the half-widthss0.123d of
the resonances and one expects the single resonance approxi-
mation to work. A color map of the phase-space distribution
function at final time in this example is shown in Fig. 8. We
observe three resonant buckets at the corresponding resonant
positionsIr

snd=v f /n=1.50,0.75,0.50. The colors of the buck-
ets indicate the origin of the resonant electrons: all came
from the vicinity of initial resonant actions, atI
=2.50,1.25,0.83. There is a significant difference between
the densities of the trapped electrons and those of the sur-
rounding untrapped particles. This difference constitutes the
existence of holes of different depths in the electron distri-
bution in phase space. The corresponding normalized density
perturbationsDNsud in Q space and the space-averaged dis-

tribution function f̄sId are shown att= tf in Figs. 9(a) and
9(b), respectively.

The density perturbation in Fig. 9(a) is larger than in the
single mode drive case[Fig. 6(a)]. Furthermore, it has a
more complex structure, since it includes a larger number of
spatial modes(see Fig. 12 below). One observes three sepa-

rate depressions in thef̄sId distribution in Fig. 9(b), each
having characteristic parabolic shape with a minima at
Ir

s1,2,3d. These resonant regions have different depths, each
depending on the initial and final positions of the corre-

sponding resonance. Still, because of the separation of the
resonant regions, the single resonance approximation could
be used to treat each of these resonances separately. We com-
pare these results with a similar simulation[shown in Figs.
10, 11(a), and 11(b)], where the driving amplitudes are in-
creased to«1,2,3=0.01. The distance betweenn=2 andn=3
resonances(0.25 in this case) is nearly the same as the aver-
aged width of the resonances and one expects to see some of
the n=2 andn=3 overlap effects. Indeed, in Fig. 10 we still
observe a well-definedn=1 bucket in phase space. Only a
residualn=2 bucket can be seen, while the neighboringn

FIG. 8. (Color). The color map of the electron distributionfsI ,Qd in phase
space at final timetf for n=1,2,3 chirped frequency drives. One can see
three separated resonant buckets centered at final resonant actionsIr

=1.00,0.75,0.50. The nearly uniform color of each bucket indicates the
origin of the trapped electrons, i.e., from the vicinity of initial resonances at
I =2.50,1.25,0.83, respectively. The single resonance approximation is ex-
pected to work in this case.

FIG. 9. The angle/space averaged distributions for a three-mode drive. The
driving amplitudes are«n=0.003, n=1,2,3. (a) The normalized electron
density perturbationDN (circles) vs angle;(b) The space-averaged electron
distribution functionf vs I (circles) at t= tf. The initial Maxwellian distribu-
tion is shown for comparison. The characteristic local depressions in the
driven distribution have the minima located, as expected, at the exact reso-
nancesI = Ir

snd.
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=3 bucket nearly disappears. A similar effect is seen in the
distribution function in Fig. 11(b); the normalized density
perturbationDN in Fig. 11(a) is larger than that in Fig. 9(a),
mostly because of the largern=1 driving amplitude.

Finally, we compare the Fourier spectra of the induced
density perturbationsDNsQd at different driving conditions
in Figs. 12(a)–12(c). The spectrum in the case of a single
frequency drive, for the small driving amplitude conditions
of Figs. 5 and 6, is shown in Fig. 12(a). An almost purely
n=1 response is seen. Figure 12(b) shows the spectrum for
small amplitude, three-componentsn=1,2,3d drive with
nonoverlapping resonances. The parameters are as those of

Figs. 8 and 9. The single resonance approximation is valid
and the response consists primarily of three nearly indepen-
dent modes. In contrast, Fig. 12(c) shows the case of a larger
amplitude three-component drive with overlappingn=2,3
resonances. The parameters are as in Figs. 10 and 11. Only
an n=1 driven component grows significantly as compared
to Fig. 12(b), while the n=2 response remains nearly the
same and then=3 response practically disappears, due to the
resonance overlap. This completes our analysis of a driven
Maxwellian plasma dynamics with a prescribed chirped fre-
quency drive, but neglecting the self-field. We now proceed
to add the latter to our model.

III. CHIRPED-BUCKET BGK MODES

Here, we extend our driven, 1D, trapped electron plasma
model, by including the interaction with a more general po-
tential perturbationysz,td=wfz,cstd ,tg+wdfz,cdstdg, that in-
cludes both the driving,wd, and the self-field,w, compo-
nents. We use a two-time-scale representation of the
potentials, i.e., vieww and wd as 2p-periodic functions of
fast phase variablesc andcd, respectively, but, at the same
time, assume that the frequenciesvstd=dc /dt and vdstd
=dcd/dt are slow functions of time. The explicit time depen-
dence inwfz,cstd ,tg is also assumed to be slow. We recall
that, by the nature of emergence of the resonant buckets in
phase space in our model in Sec. II, their phases and the
phases of the corresponding induced density perturbations
were the same as of the driving field. We shall assume a
similar situation when one includes the slowly varying self-
potential as a part of the driving perturbation. In other words,

FIG. 10. (Color). The color map of the electron distributionfsI ,Qd in phase
space at final timetf for combinedn=1,2,3 chirped frequency drives. The
parameters are the same as in Fig. 8, but all three driving amplitudes are
increased to«n=0.01. One can see the well separatedn=1 resonant bucket,
while the boundary ofn=2 bucket is largely deformed, whilen=3 bucket
nearly disappears due to interaction of resonances. The single resonance
approximation in this case is not applicable for treatingn=2,3 resonances.

FIG. 11. The angle/space averaged distributions for the case shown in Fig.
10. (a) The normalized electron density perturbationDN (circles) versus

angle.(b) The space-averaged electron distribution functionf̄ vs I (circles)
at t= tf. The characteristicn=2,3 local depressions are strongly affected by
interaction of resonances as compared to the lower driving amplitude case
shown in Fig. 9.

FIG. 12. The comparison of the Fourier spectra,Pn of the electron density
perturbations induced by a chirped frequency drive.(a) Small amplitude,
single n=1 mode drive. The parameters are as those in Figs. 5 and 6. An
almost purelyn=1 response is seen.(b) Small amplitude three-component
sn=1,2,3d drive with non-overlapping resonances. The parameters are as
those in Figs. 8 and 9. The response consists mostly of three nearly inde-
pendent modes.(c) Larger amplitude three-component drive with overlap-
ping n=2,3 resonances. The parameters are as those in Figs. 10 and 11.
Only the n=1 driven component grows significantly as compared to(b),
while the n=2 response remains nearly the same and then=3 response
practically disappears due to the resonance overlap.
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we assume that the phase mismatchf=cstd−cdstd is both
small and slow at all times, despite the variation of the driv-
ing frequency. The electron dynamics are now governed by
the Hamiltonian

Hsp,z,td =
p2

2m
− eysz,td,0 ø zø L. s11d

We again transform to the action-angle variables,(I ,u), of
the unperturbed problem(see Sec. II). The transformed
Hamiltonian is

HsI,u,td = 1
2mI2 − eyfzsud,tg.

We expandy in the last equation in a Fourier series inu. By
definition, bothw and wd are symmetric aroundp with re-
spect tou and, therefore, we have

w = o
n

fnsc,tdcossnud; wd = o
n

gnscddcossnud.

Next, we use 2p periodicity with respect toc ,cd , to expand
fn and gn in a Fourier series, and, by focusing on a single
mode interaction, leave only the combination ofnth u har-
monic and firstc- ,cd harmonics iney in the Hamiltonian,
obtaining[compare to Eq.(3)]

Hn = 1
2I2 − 2fanstdcoscstd + «ncoscdstdgcossnud. s12d

Hereanstd and«n are real amplitudes of generally complex,
driven, and driving Fourier coefficients, respectively; the
complex phases of the amplitudes are absorbed in the defi-
nitions of c andcd. We shall assume that«n.0, but allow
both positive and negative signs ofanstd (see below). Also, in
Eq. (12), we again use dimensionless variables and param-
eters [t→Vtht, I → I / I th, vd→vd/Vth, «n→«n/ smvth

2 d, and
an→an/ smvth

2 d, where Vth=pvth/L and I th=mLvth/p (see
Sec. II)]. Other resonances can be treated independently by
similar Hamiltonians, as long as both the driving and the
self-field amplitudes remain small and the resonances do not
overlap, as described in Sec. II.

The Hamiltonian(12) will be used in our kinetic theory
below [starting Eq.(14)]. The theory will describe the effect
of the resonant particles on the excited wave, but also in-
clude the driven response(i.e., the response at the driving
frequency) of the nonresonant part of the distribution. The
latter contributes, via the principal value integralG, in our
final result[see Eq.(29) below]. Thus, the interaction of the
wave with the whole thermal distribution will be included in
our kinetic model. At the same time, the dynamics of the
resonant particles is easier to understand on the basis of our
discussion in Sec. II. Indeed, the resonant particles can be
described by a simplified,single resonanceHamiltonian ob-
tained from Eq.(12), under the phase-locking assumption
c<cd

Hn8 < 1
2I2 − fanstd + «ngcossnu − cdd, s13d

which is similar to Eq.(4), but the slowly varying amplitude,
«n8std=anstd+«n, now includes the self-componentanstd (to
be evaluated later). Therefore, we expect the dynamics gov-
erned by Eq.(13) to be similar to that described in Sec. II.
For example, ifanstd grows slowly with time, as the driving

frequency decreases, all the electrons initially trapped in the
resonant bucket remain trapped at later times and some new
particles will be added to the resonant group, as the bucket
drifts towards the bulk of the distribution. This will create a
local depression(hole) in the phase space, that oscillates in
Q=modsu ,2pd and slowly drifts in I. The hole, in turn,
yields the electron density perturbation, which is phase
locked to the drive, and the appearance of the characteristic
minimum in the space-averaged electron velocity distribu-
tion. This situation is similar to the growing driving ampli-
tude example in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b).

At this stage, we proceed to our kinetic theory. Let
fsI ,u ,td be the distribution of the electrons insI ,ud space.
The distribution is described by the Vlasov equation

] f

] t
+ I

] f

] u
− 2nsancosc + «ncoscddsinsnud

] f

] I
= 0, s14d

where Hamiltonian(12) is used in the equations of motion

du/dt = I

dI/dt = − 2nsancosc + «ncoscddsinsnud.

Recall that, by definition of the angle variable, bothQ
=modsu ,2pd and 2p−Q correspond to the same positionz
in configuration space. Consequently, we normalize our dis-
tribution so that, for a givenQ=pz/L, zP f0,Lg, the integral

E
0

+`

ffsI,Q,td + fsI,2p − Q,tdgdI =
nsz,td

n0
s15d

is the normalized electron density atz, n0 being the initial
(unperturbed) density.

We seek phase-locked solutions of Eq.(14) in the form
f =FfI ,u ,cstd ,tg, whereF is 2p periodic in bothu and c,
while, as before,dc /dt and the explicit dependence ont in F
are slow. Then, expansion in a double Fourier series yields

FsI,u,td = o
n,m=−`

`

Cn,msI,tdexpfisnu − mcdg, s16d

whereCn,msI ,td=C−n,−m
* sI ,td vary slowly. Finally, in studying

slow resonant excitations of a specificnth u harmonic of the
distribution, we drop all the terms in Eq.(16) but the
u ,cd-averaged term, and those with phasesnu±c, i.e., we
write

FsI,u,td < f̄sI,td + sAne
icd + Bne

−icddeinu + c.c., s17d

where the slow factorse±if are included inAn andBn. Note

that f̄sI ,td in this expression is the space-averaged distribu-
tion of actions(velocities); it may have a nonperturbative
fOs1dg local depression, when compared to the initial Max-
wellian distribution (see the discussion in Sec. II). As the
result,An, Bn in Eq. (17) may not be necessarily small(see
below) and, consequently, we do not view Eq.(17) as a
perturbation expansion, but rather expansion of the distribu-
tion function in harmonics. At the same time, the amplitudes
an and«n are still viewed as small perturbations. We substi-
tute Eq. (17) into Eq. (14) and collect the coefficients of
terms with expfisnu±cdg, yielding
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] An

] t
+ isnI + vddAn +

in

2
sane

if + «nd
] f̄

] I
= 0, s18d

] Bn

] t
+ isnI − vddBn +

in

2
sane

−if + «nd
] f̄

] I
= 0, s19d

where, as before,f=c−cd is the phase mismatch.
Now, we write the Poisson equation for the induced,

dimensionless, self-potential,ew /mvth
2 ,

S ]2

] z2 − k2DS ew

mvth
2 D = lD

−2Dnszd
n0

. s20d

Here, parameterk (as before) models the inverse radial scale
of the mode excited in our bounded, small aspect ratio
(R/L!1) plasma, lD=vth/vp is the Debye length,vp

=s4pe2n0/md1/2 is the plasma frequency, andDnszd /n0 is the
normalized,oscillating component of the electron density
perturbation. The latter is calculated from Eq.(15),

Dnszd
n0

=E
0

+`

hfFsI,Q,td − f̄g + fFsI,2p − Q,td − f̄gjdI.

s21d

By substituting Eq.(17) into Eq. (21), using the result in the
Poisson Eq.(20), where]2/]z2=sp /Ld2]2/]Q2, and collect-
ing the terms with expfisnQ−cddg, we find

ane
−if = − 2p2E

0

+`

sBn + An
*ddI, s22d

wherean is the amplitude of the inducedew component[see
Eq. (12)], p=sklDmd−1, and m2=1+snp /kLd2. Equations
(18), (19), and(22) comprise the desired, closed set of three
complex equations forAn, Bn, andane

if. We now proceed to
the solution of these equations.

We associate a slow BGK mode in our system with the
(quasistatic) solution of Eqs.(18) and (19), where one ne-
glects ]Bn/]t and ]An/]t. This yieldsf;0 (perfect phase
locking) and purely real amplitudes

An < −
n«n8

2snI + vdd
] f̄

] I
, Bn < −

n«n8

2snI − vdd
] f̄

] I
, s23d

an = − 2p2E
0

+`

sBn + AnddI, s24d

where, as before,«n8=an+«n. Equations(23) show that the
quasistatic approximation is valid, provided the time varia-
tion of vd and«n8 is sufficiently slow. The resonant form of
Bn at nI=vd does not change this conclusion, as will be

explained shortly. Next, we usef̄ with a parabolic localized
depression in the resonant region illustrated in the examples
in Sec. II. In other words, to lowest order, we assume that

outside the resonant bucketsuI −vd/nu.DId, f̄ coincides with

the unperturbed normalized distributionf̄ = f0sId, while inside
the bucketsuI −vd/nu,DId [compare to Eq.(8)]

f̄sI,td < f0Svd

n
D − h +

h

DI2SI −
vd

n
D2

s25d

with the slow time dependence entering viavd, h, and DI.
Then,

An = −
n«n8

2snI + vdd
] f0

] I
, Bn = −

n«n8

2snI − vdd
] f0

] I
, s26d

and

An = −
«n8hsnI − vdd
DI2snI + vdd

, Bn = −
«n8h

DI2 , s27d

outside and inside the resonant region, respectively. SinceDI
is of Os«n8

1/2d, outside the bucket,An andBn are ofOs«n8d. In
contrast, inside the resonant region,An is of Os«n8

1/2d, Bn

scales asOshd and may beOs1d, but bothAn andBn remain
slow. The nonperturbative scaling of the driven, quasistatic
response in the bucket region is the important signature of
the resonant interaction in our driven problem.

Now, it remains to perform integration in the right-hand
side (RHS) in Eq. (24). We use Eqs.(26) and (27) and as-
sume a small width of the resonant bucket, i.e.(in dimen-
sionless units), DI !1. Then, the integral in the RHS in Eq.
(24) can be approximated by

PE
0

+` ] f0

] I

s«n8/2ddI

I − vd/n
+E

0

+` ] f0

] I

s«n8/2ddI

I + vd/n
+

2h«n8

DI

=
«n8

2 SPE
−`

+` ] f08

] I

dI

I − vd/n
+

4h

DID ,

wherePs. . .d denotes the usual principal value integration,f08
is the symmetric extension off0 to both negative and posi-
tive I, i.e., f08s−Id= f08sId= f0sId, and, by our normalization,
e−`

+` f08dI=1. If we specialize16 to a Maxwellian, f08
=s2pd−1/2exps−I2/2d,

PE
−`

+` s] f08/] IddI

I − vd/n
= 2jSsjd − 1 ; Gsjd, s28d

whereSsjd=1/4fZs−jd−Zsjdg, j=vd/ sÎ2nd, andZsjd is the
usual plasma dispersion function. Importantly, the function
Gsjd has a single maximum:Gm=0.28 atjm<1.5, i.e., at
vd=2.12Vth, while asymptotically, at largej, Gsjd
< 1/2j2.16 The substitution of Eq.(28) into Eq. (24) yields
the desired expression for the amplitude of the induced field,

an = p2F4h

DI
+ GsjdG«n8. s29d

We recall that«n8=an+«n, and, in the limita!«n8, nDI
=2Îu«n8u. Then Eq.(29) becomes a quadratic equation for
Îu«n8u,

sRsjdu«n8u − 2nhp2sÎu«n8u − «n = 0, s30d

wheres=signs«n8d andRsjd=1−p2G. This equation yields a
multiplicity of physical (positive) solutions, which can be
classified depending on the signs of the total field amplitude
«n8 (the driving amplitude«n is assumed to be positive). If
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s.0, R must be positive and the corresponding solution is
(type-I solution in the following):

Îu«n8u =
nhp2

R
+În2h2p4

R2 +
«n

R
, R. 0. s31d

In contrast, fors,0 (both «n8 and an are negative in this
case), there exist three solutions(type-II, -III, and -IV solu-
tions, respectively) depending on the sign ofR,

Îu«n8u = −
nhp2

uRu
+În2h2p4

R2 +
«n

uRu
, R, 0, s32d

Îu«n8u =
nhp2

R
±În2h2p4

R2 −
«n

R
, R. 0. s33d

Note that type-I and -II solutions exist in caseh,0 (a clump
instead of a hole in the distribution, see below), while solu-
tions III and IV become unphysical in this case. Also, only
type-I and- II solutions above are allowed forh=0 and finite
«n. Therefore, only these two solutions are of interest in our
system, whereh develops, starting from zero, as the result of
a slow drift of the resonant bucket in phase space. Conse-
quently, we shall not discuss further excitations of type III
and IV.

Now, we consider several limits of Eqs.(31) and (32).
Suppose, att=0, the driving frequency resonates in the tail
of the initial distribution, i.e.,j@1, p2G,1 (i.e., R.0) and
h<0. Then, initially, we proceed from type-I solution, the
driven response isan<p2Gsjd«n<«n/ sklDmjd2, and the
self-field amplitude growth starts due to the decrease ofj, as
the driving frequency chirps down. At later times, the depth
h of the depression in the space-averaged distribution func-
tion increases, which contributes to additional growth ofan

via the terms withnhp2/R in Eq. (31). These terms may
become dominant if the resonant bucket approaches the bulk
of the distribution, wherehis of Os1d. Then, Eq.(31) yields

Î«n8 <
2nhp2

Rsjd
. s34d

Because of the characteristic form of functionRsjd, having a
single minimum,Rm=1−p2Gm, the dependence ofan on time
in Eqs. (31) and (34) with the decrease of the driving fre-
quency is different forp2Gm,1 andp2Gm.1. The extreme
latter case,p2@1, is the cold plasma limit. In this case,Rsjd
passes through zero at somej0@1 and then becomes nega-
tive. Then, only a type-II solution is allowed. This means
rapid variation of the amplitude nearj0 and a discontinuity in
the solution atj0, i.e., violation of adiabaticity. The plasma
cannot support a quasistatic, synchronized BGK mode for
j/j0 in this case and the phase locking with the drive is
expected to be lost. Since, prior reachingj0, the resonant
bucket is still in the tail of the distribution,h in Eq. (31) is
exponentially small, and, consequently, no significant driven
response is expected in the cold plasma limit. Another case
corresponds top2Gm.1 (still sufficiently cold plasma case),
but, initially, at t=0, R,0. Then, a type-II solution charac-
terized by negative self-field amplitude is excited initially,
and, as we approachj0 [recall thatRsj0d=0], Eq. (32) yields

a solution with adecreasingamplitudeÎu«n8u<«nuRu /nhp2.
Therefore, no large excitation is expected in this case as well.

A very different scenario characterizes sufficiently hot
plasmas, wherep2Gm,1. Then,R.0 for all j and we excite
a type-I solution without encountering a discontinuity in the
process of evolution. The phase-locking persists as the
driven bucket approaches the bulk of the distribution. A large
driven response is expected, as functionRsjd in Eq. (34)
passes a minimum atjm<1.5, i.e., atvd<2.1Vthn. If h con-
tinues to increase with the decrease of the driving frequency,
the actual maximum value ofan is expected atj,jm. Also,
the largest driven response in this scenario is expected for
p2Gmclose to unity. Finally, in the hot plasma case
sp2Gm,1d, a clumpsh,0d instead of a hole can be created
by first resonating in the bulk of the distribution and then
moving to the tail by slowly upshifting the driving frequency.
SinceR.0 in this case, we excite type-I solution(31). If, as
we approach the tail of the distribution, whereR<1, we
have n2h2p4/Rø«n, Eq. (32) yields a small solutionÎuanu
<«n/nuhup2. Physically, the associated self-field in the clump
case cancels that of the drive and no large excitation can
emerge from an upshifted frequency drive.

These predictions agree well with the results of our
experiments.13 For example, in Fig. 3, showing the response
to chirped frequency drive atTe=6 eV, one observes mul-
tiple maxima of the driven response atvd<1.3nVth. In these
experiments,Te=6 eV, vp=1.73108s−1, k<1 cm−1, and
one findsp2Gm<0.8, close to the expected condition for
having the largest amplitude, driven bucket-BGK modes. If,
in contrast,Te=1 eV, we find p2Gm<5, j0<3.5 and, de-
pending on the initial value ofj, one expects either a dephas-
ing of the driven type-I solution atj0 (if, initially, j.j0),
still being in the tail of the distribution, or a decreasing
type-II solution (if, initially, j,j0) as explained above.
Therefore, no large driven response is expected at this tem-
perature, as confirmed in experiments.13 Finally, if at large
type-I excitations, whenan@«n, we switch off the driving
field, the remaining wave form will be just slightly different
from its final state with the drive and, therefore, it will con-
tinue to support itself via the resonant bucket, associated
with the self-field only. In this case,vd in Eq. (34) becomes
the frequencyv of the excited wave and we interpret this
equation as the dispersion relation of the free BGK mode.
The reality ofv in the dispersion indicates stability of the
excited wave, as, indeed, has been observed in experiments,
whereQ factors of up to 100 000 have been measured, after
switching off the driving field. It should be also mentioned
that other phenomena, such as resonance overlap, nonlinear
interactions between modes with different mode numbers,
dephasing and flattening of the local minimum in the distri-
bution due to a faster growth of the excited wave, and three-
dimensional effects may affect the finite excitation ampli-
tudes of driven, chirped-bucket BGK modes.

Next, we proceed to self-consistent particle-in-cell(PIC)
simulations, focusing on testing predictions of our small am-
plitude theory, and visualizing large amplitude excitations for
comparison with experiments. We postpone a more detailed
numerical and analytical study of the aforementioned nonlin-
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ear phenomena and three-dimensional effects associated with
synchronized BGK modes to future work.

IV. PIC SIMULATIONS

Our one-dimensional simulations assume an initially
uniform electron density in the trap. Such a density profile is
not in equilibrium with the self-consistent potential, leading
to density spikes at the ends of the plasma column during the
evolution. This limits the precision of description in the end
regions. We have also assumed a square well shape for the
confining potential, defined by edge electrodes. Despite of all
these simplifications, interesting results have been obtained,
confirming main predictions of the small amplitude theory
and yielding very good qualitative agreement with the ex-
perimental results at large excitations. Nonetheless, in the
future, simulations based on a more accurate model will be
performed, using more realistic profiles for both the confin-
ing and drive potentials, allowing detailed quantitative com-
parisons with experimental results.

We used a standard, 1D, electrostatic PIC code17 in the
simulations. A modified Poisson equation has been solved in
z space(z,vz coordinates have been used in the code) with
the boundary conditions defined by assuming an exponential
decay of the potential at the ends of the trap with a charac-
teristic inverse decay lengthk. We used a value fork as
given by the radial scale in the problem, the latter found by
expanding the self-consistent potential in Fourier-Bessel se-
ries and retaining only the first term in the series. Therefore,
k has been set toj01/Rtrap, where j01 is the first zero ofJ0

Bessel function andRtrap<2 cm is the radius of the trap.
With these assumptions,k<1.2 cm−1. The confining square
well potential has been taken into account in the definition of
the suitable boundary conditions for the Poisson equation
and in the particle mover, by imposing elastic collisions
against the potential wall for the particles reaching the ends
of the plasma column. We have assumed the plasma length
of 30 cm,vp=1.73108 s−1, and two different values of the
temperature,Te,1=6 eV (hot plasma case) and Te,2=1 eV
(cold plasma case). In all our simulations below(as in pre-
vious sections), the dimensionless sweep rate has been set to
a=0.001 and the dimensionless drive frequencyvd has been
swept from 2.5 to 1.5. Only the first harmonic of the driving
potential has been included, although, a higher harmonic
content could be easily introduced in the code, and nearly
50 000 computational particles have been employed.

The numerical results in Sec. II, where we neglected the
self-field (see Fig. 5), predict the formation of a hole in the
phase space(the separatrix can be clearly identified in the
figure) which extends to nearly all of the plasma column, and
is relatively narrow in velocity, because of the small driving
amplitude. For this reason, the oscillating hole does not yield
large density oscillations(see Fig. 6). Furthermore, these
non-self-consistent results are independent of the plasma
temperature, which scales out in the dimensionless formula-
tion. In contrast, when the self-field is included, the tempera-
ture enters explicitly in the dimensionless model via the de-
bye length in the source term of Poisson equation[see Eq.
(20)]. This important difference leads to very different dy-

namics for hot and cold plasmas. Figures 13(a) and 13(b)
show the results of a simulation run in the cold plasma case
and dimensionless drive amplitude«1=0.017: Fig. 13(a) is
the phase-space portrait of the plasma at the final time of
excitation, while Fig. 14(b) plots the time evolution of the
density perturbation(normalized to the initial densityn0) at
position z0 marked by the dashed line in Fig. 14(a). Figure
13(b) clearly shows that the cold plasma response remains
small throughout the excitation process. The normalized am-
plitude of the density perturbation reaches a maximum of
<1% in the initial stage of excitation, where the bucket is
still in the tail of the distribution, and then decreases in time,
almost disappearing at the final time of simulations, as dis-
cussed at the end of Sec. III, for a type-II solution with
nearly the same cold plasma parameters. No significant dif-
ference in the results have been observed at higher driving
amplitudes, the density perturbation always decreased in
time. The absence of large excitations in 1 eV plasmas was
also confirmed in experiments.13

FIG. 13. (a) Phase-space portrait of the system at the end of the evolution,
for «1=0.017, a=0.001 andTe=1 eV. (b) Time evolution of the plasma
density at the point marked by a dashed line in(a).

FIG. 14. Phase-space portraits of the system at one third(a) and at two
thirds (b) of the chirped-frequency driving process, for«1=0.017, a
=0.001 andTe=6 eV.
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A very different response was found in simulations for
6 eV plasma case. The self-consistent evolution at this tem-
perature is illustrated in Figs. 14(a) and 14(b) and Figs. 15(a)
and 15(b), for the same dimensionless drive amplitude and
other parameters and initial conditions as in the cold plasma
case. The effect of the temperature on the evolution of the
perturbed density is evident: the system response grows con-
tinually in time, reaching very large amplitudes at the end of
the excitation process. The initial growth of the amplitude in
this case corresponds to the growing type-I solution, dis-
cussed for similar plasma parameters at the end of Sec. III.
The amplitude of the oscillating part of the relative electron
density perturbation in the small amplitude limit can be
found from Eq.(20) in our theory, i.e.,Dn/n0=a1/p2. Here,
for large excitations,a1<«18, and, therefore, substituting Eq.
(34), one findsDn/n0=4h2p2/R2. For simulations parameters
in the hot plasma case,p2=2.1, h can be estimated as 0.1,
and R<0.75 sj<1.06d at the final time of the simulation.
This yields the amplitudeDn/n0=0.15, which must be
viewed only as an estimate, because small amplitude as-
sumption is violated at the final time. Still, our estimate and
simulations are in a good agreement[see Fig. 15(b)].

The evolution of the phase space portrait of the plasma
as shown in Figs. 14 and 15 provides another visualization of
the effect of the self-field on the process of formation and
development of the resonant bucket. In the self-consistent
case, one observes that the low density bucket region be-
comes increasingly wide in velocity space, but, at the same
time, is confined to a smaller, well-defined part of the plasma
length, as it should be due to the conservation of the total
area of the low density region in phase space. This spatial
localization of the bucket at large excitations results in a
higher spatial harmonic content of the self-field, as observed
in experiments. The growing width of the bucket in the ve-
locity space also yields large modulations in the plasma den-
sity, with relative density variations reaching 20% –30%, as
shown in Fig. 15(b). Similar size excitations have been also
observed in experiments at analogous conditions13 (see
Fig. 3).

V. CONCLUSIONS

(a) We have studied the emergence and control of BGK-
type modes in trapped pure electron plasmas. The goal
was achieved by applying an oscillating, external driv-
ing potential with a slowly down-chirped frequency
and exploiting the transient bounce-resonance phenom-
enon with the electrons in the trap. Initially, the drive
resonates with a group of electrons in the tail of the
distribution function. Some of these electrons are
trapped in resonance and remain trapped despite varia-
tion of the driving frequency, while some new electrons
are added to the resonant bucket as it slowly drifts with
the decrease of the driving frequency, towards lower
resonant velocities. Since most of the resonantly
trapped electrons belong to the tail of the electron ve-
locity distribution, their density is low compared to that
of untrapped particles, as the bucket approaches the
bulk of the distribution. The excited, chirped-bucket
BGK modes are associated with this synchronized, low
density depression(hole) in phase space.

(b) To develop our intuition and demonstrate the effects of
the chirped frequency drive on the resonant bucket dy-
namics, we started our analysis with simplified simula-
tions, while neglecting the self-field. The simulations
provided us with the electron distribution function in
phase space, within this approximation, and illustrated
the emergence of a growing depth hole in the distribu-
tion, as the driving frequency was chirped down. It was
also shown that the corresponding, space-averaged dis-
tribution of the electrons developed a characteristic de-
pression, having the width of the resonant bucket in the
velocity space. The minimum of this depression was
located at the slowly drifting position of the exact
bounce-resonance, and its relative depth could become
large,Os1d, as the resonant bucket travels from the tail
to the bulk of the distribution, even if the amplitude of
the driving potential was small.

(c) We have developed a simple 1D kinetic theory, based
on the driven Vlasov-Poisson system that describes
these chirped-bucket BGK modes. The theory is based
on a perturbation scheme, where the driving and the
excited wave amplitudes are viewed as perturbations,
but uses a heuristic, nonperturbative, space averaged
distribution[Eq. (8)] with a localized parabolic depres-
sion at the exact resonance as found in simulations.
The theory also employs a two-time-scale representa-
tion of dependent variables and assumes continuous
phase-locking between the driving and driven fields.

(d) For sufficiently hot and dense plasmas, our theory pre-
dicts excitation of large amplitude, undamped, multi-
peaked driven-bucket BGK modes{type-I solutions
[Eq. (31)]} for a down-chirped driving frequency. Ex-
istence of these synchronized waves, their persistence
after the driving field is switched off, and many fea-

FIG. 15. (a) Phase-space portrait of the system at the end of the evolution
for all parameters as in Fig. 14.(b) Time evolution of the plasma density at
the point marked by a dashed line in(a).
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tures predicted by the theory have been confirmed in
recent experiments13 and self-consistent simulations.

(e) Similar to spontaneously generated BGK modes,9–12

adiabaticity is a necessary ingredient of the suggested
excitation method. However, in our case, the adiabatic-
ity can be controlled by the chirp rate of the driving
frequency, rather than through internal processes. This
external control yields a convenient way of creating
slowly adjusting, nearly perfect equilibrium BGK
structures.

(f) Both the driving and excited fields in our theory were
treated as perturbations. Thus, we have left the study of
some important phenomena associated with larger am-
plitude chirped-bucket BGK modes for future work.
For example, further research is needed on large,
driven multimode excitations and resonance overlap;
nonlinear interactions between chirped BGK modes
with different mode numbers; loss of adiabaticity and
dephasing due to a faster growth of the excited wave;
and 3D effects. Finally, studying the excitation of simi-
lar BGK modes in other, externally driven plasma con-
figurations seems promising.

(g) We have also performed self-consistent numerical
simulations of excitation of synchronized BGK modes.
Our 1D PIC code allowed us to confirm the main re-
sults of the small amplitude theory and yielded good
qualitative agreement with experiments for large am-
plitude excitations. We plan to further use this code in
analyzing many of the above-mentioned nonlinear
effects.
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